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ABSTRACT
Emotion is expressed over both speech and song. Previous works
have found that although spoken and sung emotion recognition are
different tasks, they are related. Classifiers that explicitly utilize this
relatedness can achieve better performance than classifiers that do
not. Further, research in speech emotion recognition has demonstrated that emotion is more accurately modeled when gender is
taken into account. However, it is not yet clear how domain (speech
or song) and gender can be jointly leveraged in emotion recognition
systems nor how systems leveraging this information can perform in
cross-corpus settings. In this paper, we explore a multi-task emotion
recognition framework and compare the performance across different classification models and output selection/fusion methods using
cross-corpus evaluation. Our results show the classification accuracy is the highest when information is shared only between closely
related tasks and when the output of disparate models are fused.
Index Terms— emotion recognition, multi-task learning, crosscorpus, speech emotion, sung emotion
1. INTRODUCTION
Emotion can be expressed over many vocal communication domains,
including song and speech. Automatic emotion recognition has received increasing attention in recent years because of its various potential applications, such as interactive robots or personal assistants,
emotion-aware agents in cars or call centers, computer-enhanced
learning, computer games, and information retrieval systems [1].
Since humans can express and recognize emotion across various domains, emotion recognition systems that can perform similarly will
have broad application, enabling more natural cross-domain humancomputer interaction.
Previous research has focused on both speech and music emotion recognition [2–6]. In recent years, attention has been paid to
the commonalities and differences between spoken and sung emotional communication [7, 8]. Our previous work [9] explored ways
of building a shared emotion recognition model using both singletask and multi-task approaches, with song and speech as the two
tasks. We found that emotion classification systems can benefit from
multi-task learning, suggesting that spoken and sung emotion recognition tasks are different, but related, and can be considered together.
Finally, previous studies have shown that gender-dependent emotion
recognizers outperform gender-independent ones [10–12]. However,
the combined influence of domain and gender on emotion recognition systems has not been analyzed yet.
In addition, there has been growing interest in studying the
cross-corpus generalizability of speech emotion recognition to face

the challenges brought by the differences in speakers and recording
conditions in real-life applications [13–17]. Schuller et al. found
that speaker-dependent normalization works better than corpus-level
normalization [13]. Lefter et al. [14] and Schuller et al. [15] found
that cross-corpus performance could be improved by combining
databases and fusing classifiers. Schuller et al. also found that crosscorpus performance improves when systems select prototypical data,
defined as datasets with large distances between class centers and
as instances close to the corresponding class center [16]. Peng et
al. [17] found that transferring feature representations from one
corpus to another using Maximum Mean Discrepancy Embedding
(MMDE) optimization and dimensionality reduction is beneficial
to cross-corpus classification accuracy. However, although joint
emotion recognition from speech and song introduces additional
sources of variation, analysis on the cross-corpus generalizability of
multi-domain emotion classification models is still missing.
In this work, we conduct cross-corpus evaluation on two datasets
that contain sung and spoken emotion expressions. We build emotion recognition models that work for both domains (speech and
song) and genders (female and male). We define a task as emotion
recognition in a domain-gender pair, for example, female-speech and
male-song. We recognize emotion from acoustic singing and speaking using four different models: (1) a simple model, where a single
classifier is built using data from all four tasks; (2) a single-task (ST)
model, where a separate classifier is built for each task; (3) a multitask feature selection/learning (MTFS/MTFL) model, where all the
four tasks are considered to be related; (4) a group multi-task feature
selection/learning model (GMTFS/GMTFL), where tasks grouping
is also learned, and only tasks within the same group share information with each other. The terms “feature selection” and “feature
learning” in the model names specify whether the regularizer enforcing sparsity is imposed on the original feature space or transformed
feature space, respectively. Excepting the simple model, all models
learn T weight vectors, one for each task (e.g., female-song), and
output T predicted labels for a given test instance for a specific classification problem. We propose five methods to fuse the T labels into
a final predicted label: (1) oracle, where we assume that the task associated with the test data is known; (2) decision tree (DT), where we
predict the task of the testing data; (3) majority vote (MV), where we
perform a majority vote over the T labels; (4) weighted majority vote
(WMV), where the voting is weighted by a measure of confidence;
(5) maximum distance (MD), where the most confident decision is
selected. No prior knowledge about the task of test data is needed
aside from the baseline “oracle” method. We solve the multi-class
classification problem as the combination of one-against-one binary
classification problems (e.g. angry vs. happy and angry vs. sad).
Fig. 1 illustrated our proposed method for one pair of emotion. The

Fig. 1: System Diagram of the proposed classification models and output selection/fusion methods. In the simple model, only one binary
classifier is trained for each emotion pair. In the other models, either four binary classifiers are trained (ST) or one binary classifier with
four classification tasks is trained (MTFS/MTFL and GMTFS/GMTFL) for each emotion pair. The latter approach outputs four labels for
a test case, and the predicted binary label is the result of selection (oracle, DT and MD) or fusion (MV and WMV). ST: single-task model,
MTFS/MTFL: multi-task feature selection/learning model, GMTFS/GMTFL: group multi-task feature selection/learning model. DT: decision
tree, MV: majority vote, WMV: weighted majority vote, MD: maximum distance.

final multi-class label is generated from the binary predictions by
majority voting.
The results show that the GMTFS model works the best among
all models, which suggests that the tasks (domain and gender) are
generally related and that some of the tasks have closer relationships
than others. The weighted majority vote achieves the highest performance among all output selection/fusion methods, including oracle.
This indicates that a task (e.g. emotion recognition for female-song)
in one corpus is not identical to the same task in another corpus. The
novelty of this paper includes: (1) an investigation into the influence
of communication domain and gender on emotion recognition; (2)
an analysis of the generalizability of cross-corpus and cross-domain
emotion recognition; (3) an exploration into output selection/fusion
methods when the the task of the test data is not known.
2. DATASETS
In this paper, we use the University of Michigan Song and Speech
Emotion Dataset (UMSSED) [18] and the Ryerson Audio-Visual
Database of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) [19]. For both
datasets, only the audio recordings were used.
2.1. The UMSSED Dataset
The UMSSED Dataset contains audio-visual recordings of three performers (1 female, 2 male) singing and speaking seven sentences
with angry, happy, neutral and sad emotions. Seven melodies were
composed for the singing performances, one each for the seven sentences. This results in 168 utterances. The target emotion of the performers was used as the ground truth. The utterances were evenly
distributed across the four emotions. See [18] for additional details.
2.2. The RAVDESS Dataset
The RAVDESS dataset consists of the audio-visual recordings of 24
performers (12 female, 12 male) singing and speaking two sentences
with six and eight emotions respectively, each with two repetitions.
The song recordings consist of neutral, calm, happy, sad, angry, fearful emotions. The speech recordings have two additional emotions

of disgust and surprise. All emotions except for neutrality were performed at two emotional intensities. Three melodies that differ in
two notes were used for the singing performances, one each for positively valenced, neutral, and negatively valenced emotions.
We decreased the size of the datasets by only selecting angry,
happy, neutral and sad emotions to match the UMSSED dataset. One
performer with missing data was dropped. This results in 1288 utterances. The percentages of angry, happy, neutral and sad utterances
are 28.6%, 28.6%, 14.3% and 28.6%. See [19] for additional details.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Feature Extraction
We extracted the 65 frame-level acoustic low level descriptors
(LLDs) described in the Interspeech 2013 Computational Paralinguistics Evaluation (ComParE) feature set [20], using openSMILE
[21]. We extracted statistics, including mean, standard deviation,
max, min, range, interquartile range, mean absolute deviation, skewness and kurtosis from the non-silence part of the LLDs and delta
LLDs, to generate the 1170 utterance-level acoustic features. We
applied performer-dependent z-normalization to the utterance-level
features, such that in both datasets, each feature of each performer
has zero mean and standard deviation of one. This method was
demonstrated to outperform other normalization methods in [13].
3.2. Classification Models
We solve the multi-class emotion classification problem using the
one-against-one strategy. Six binary classifiers were trained, one for
each pair of emotions. The final label of each binary classifier gives
one vote to the winning class and the data was labeled with the most
voted class. In the case of ties, the class with the smallest index is selected. We present four models for the binary classification problem
of each emotion pair: the simple model, the single task (ST) model,
the multi-task feature selection/learning (MTFS/MTFL) model, and
the group multi-task feature selection/learning (GMTFS/GMTFL)
model.
The simple model is the same as the method used in [13] for
cross-corpus acoustic emotion recognition of speech. It builds a sin-

gle emotion classifier using a support vector machine (SVM) with
a linear kernel using all utterances in RAVDESS as training data.
In the ST model, the MTFS/MTFL model and the GMTFS/GMTFL
model, the utterances of the training data were split into four different tasks, one for each domain-gender pair. Emotion classification tasks were generated for female performers singing, male performers singing, female performers speaking and male performers
speaking. In the ST model, a separate SVM emotion classifier with
linear kernel was created for each task. The MTFS/MTFL and the
GMTFS/GMTFL models are described in the following sections.
3.2.1. The MTFS/MTFL Model
The MTFS/MTFL model is based on the method introduced in [22,
23]. It considers the tasks as related problems, which contrasts with
the ST model’s assumption that the tasks are independent. It learns a
common representation across tasks using a L2,1 -norm regularizer,
which both couples the tasks and enforces sparsity of the learned
weights for the features.
The multi-task learning algorithm in [22, 23] has two settings:
(a) feature selection and (b) feature learning. In our paper, MTFS
and MTFL correspond to setting (a) and (b), respectively. In (a),
regularization is imposed directly on the weight matrix of the features, and the objective function for the multi-task learning problem
is given by Eq. (1). The first term of Eq. (1) is the summation of the
loss, L, across all T tasks, where mt is the amount of training data
in task t, yti is the output label of the ith training data of task t, and
hwt , xti i is the inner product of wt (weight vector of task t) and xti
(ith training data of task t, with dimensionality d). The second term
is a regularization term, where γ is the regularization parameter, W
is a d×T matrix with column wt , and the kW k22,1 is the L2,1 -norm.
min
W

mt
T X
X

L(yti , hwt , xti i) + γkW k22,1

(1)

t=1 i=1

In (b), it is assumed that W = U A, where U is a d × d matrix with orthogonal columns that can transform the original feature
space into a new space with an orthogonal basis, and A is the d × T
weight matrix for the transformed feature space. The L2,1 -norm is
imposed on A instead of W . Therefore, the corresponding objective
function of the multi-task classification problem becomes
min
U,A

mt
T X
X

L(yti , hat , U T xti i) + γkAk22,1

(2)

t=1 i=1

In both settings, the convex loss function L can be freely chosen. In this paper, we use hinge loss, such that L(yti , hwt , xti i) =
max(0, 1 − yti hwt , xti i). The convex equivalencies of Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2) can be solved by iteratively performing the supervised step
for task-specific optimization and the unsupervised step for learning
the common sparse representations across the tasks. The former step
is given by

wt = argmin

mt
X

L(yti , hwt , xti i) + γhwt , D−1 wt i

(3)

i=1

where D is initialized as D = dI . Solving (3) is equivalent to solving the linear SVM with a variable transformation trick. The latter
step is updating D by Eq. (4) (setting (a)) or Eq. (5) (setting (b)).
The wi in Eq. (4) refers to the ith row of W , and the  in (5) is a
small perturbation parameter used to ensure the convergence of the
problem. Note that D is diagonal in Eq. (4), but not in in Eq. (5).

This is because in (a), the features are only “chosen” by sparsity, not
transformed to a new feature space, as in (b).
D = Diag(λ), where λi =

kwi k2
kW k2,1

(4)

1

D=

(W W T + I) 2
1

trace(W W T + I) 2

(5)

3.2.2. The GMTFS/GMTFL Model
While the MTFS/MTFL models consider all tasks to be related, the
GMTFS/ GMTFL model assumes that the tasks can be clustered into
groups, and only the tasks in the same group share information. This
model uses an algorithm proposed in [24], which is formed as a
mixed integer programming problem. The problem can be solved
by iteratively performing two steps: (a) solving the multi-task learning problem as in Eq. (1) or Eq. (2) for each group of tasks, and (b)
identifying the optimal group assignments. The optimal number of
groups G is not known a priori and is treated as a hyper-parameter.
In this paper, we use both the feature selection setting and the
feature learning setting for step (a), which results in two corresponding versions of the group multi-task learning: the GMTFS model
and the GMTFL model. As step (b) is not a convex problem, the
final solution could be a local optimum. We address this problem by
training multiple times. We determine the final output labels using a
suite of methods, discussed in detail in section 3.3.
3.3. Output Selection/Fusion Methods
All models, other than the simple model, learn multiple sets of
weight vectors for a specific classification problem (i.e., a pair
of emotion). Although it is common in the literature to assume
that the tasks of the test data are known [22–24], only our oracle
method (discussed below) makes this assumption. The decision tree
(DT), majority vote (MV), weighted majority vote (WMV), and
maximum distance (MD) methods make no such assumption. The
selection/fusion methods are defined as follows:
• Oracle assumes that the domain and gender information are
known. It outputs the estimated emotion class associated with
the known task. The GMTFS/GMTFL identifies a final label
by performing a majority vote over the five runs. This approach is used as the baseline.
• DT trains a domain classifier and a gender classifier using
SVM with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. First, the
domain and gender of the test data are identified. Second,
the emotion is identified using the task-appropriate model.
Again, the GMTFS/GMTFL identifies a final label by performing a majority vote over the five runs.
• MV performs majority vote over the output of all tasks and
selects the most voted label. In the case of a tie, the label
with the smaller index was returned.
• WMV is similar to MV, but each vote is given a weight defined as the distance to the decision hyperplane.
• MD adopts the output label associated with the largest distance to the hyperplane over all tasks and runs.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We use RAVDESS as the training data and UMSSED as the test data,
because the amount of data in the latter one is insufficient for training
when split into four tasks. The hyper-parameters of the models were

Table 1: 4-class emotion classification accuracy of different models
and labeling methods (%). For each model, the best result is italicized. The best result over all models and methods is bolded.
Withincorpus Simple
Oracle
DT
MV 54.76
WMV
MD

ST
44.05
42.86
45.24 50.60
54.17
52.98

Cross-corpus
MTFS MTFL GMTFS GMTFL
49.40 44.64 45.24
47.02
45.83 44.64 45.24
45.83
50.00 47.62 51.19
51.79
52.38 53.57 57.14
51.19
52.38 52.38 52.38
54.17

Table 2: Per-performer 4-class emotion classification accuracy of
the best performance of each model (%). The highest accuracy for
each performer is bolded.
Cross-corpus
Withincorpus Simple ST MTFS MTFL GMTFS GMTFL
P1 62.50 55.36 60.71 53.57 62.50 64.29
62.50
P2 51.79 37.50 42.86 44.64 41.07 44.64
41.07
P3 50.00 42.86 58.93 58.93 57.14 62.50
58.93
selected on the training data using a grid search by optimizing the 5fold cross-validation accuracy. The linear SVMs were solved using
Liblinear [25]. As a reference, we also performed evaluation using a
within-corpus setting on the UMSSED in a leave-one-performer-out
cross-validation manner, using the simple model. Other models that
involve multiple tasks were not tested because the number of training
data would be very limited for each task.
Table 1 shows the 4-class emotion classification accuracy of different models and labeling methods, along with the within-corpus
4-class emotion classification accuracy. The domain classification
and gender classification used for DT have accuracies of 95.2% and
70.8%, respectively. The GMTFS model achieved the highest accuracy of 57.14%, which is higher than the within-corpus performance.
The performance difference is not significant (per-performer accuracy, paired t-test). This is because there are only three performers
in the UMSSED, making it difficult to assess significance. However,
we show the per-performer 4-class emotion classification accuracy
of the best label generating method for each model in Table 2. It can
be seen that the GMTFS model improves the performance of two
out of three performers. This suggests that despite the differences
in recording conditions, noise overlay, lexical and melodic content
of the two datasets, our proposed cross-corpus approach can still
achieve comparable results to within-corpus training and testing.
Our results show that GMTFS either outperforms or achieves
comparable results to the other models for all performers. That is,
the best performance was achieved when information sharing only
happens within groups. This may indicate that the tasks were neither completely coupled nor completely uncoupled, and that some
tasks have closer relationships than others. This is in line with our
previous finding that models that explicitly control for task relatedness outperform those that do not for cross-domain emotion recognition [9]. We also notice that the best accuracy of all models with
four tasks is higher than that of the simple model. This suggests that
the performance of emotion recognition systems can be improved by
explicitly considering communication domain and gender.
The GMTFS model, which enforces task relatedness and sparsity directly on the original feature space, works better than GMTFL,
which first transforms features onto a new space with orthogonal ba-

sis. We hypothesize that this occurs because the lexical information
in speech, rather than the emotion information, is dominant. Consequently, the transformation process obscures the information of
interest. Past work [26] has also found that PCA leads to loss of
information in emotion recognition.
We found that weighted majority vote was the most effective
output selection/fusion strategy, followed by maximum distance.
The unweighted version of the majority vote has a lower accuracy
than the weighted version. Oracle has a slightly higher performance
than DT, indicating that knowledge of the “correct” task is advantageous. However, it is interesting to see that we can achieve an
average performance gain of 4.17%, 7.62% and 6.79% by using
MV, WMV and MD, respectively, compared to oracle. This may
suggest that the tasks in the training set are not guaranteed to have
a one-to-one correspondence to tasks in the testing set, due to the
differences in recording conditions, performers, lexical content and
melodic content. Another possibility is that the variability of the
training data is not sufficient to make the learned classifiers good
representatives of the tasks. Interestingly, while ST with oracle or
DT has the lowest accuracy among all methods, ST with MWV
achieves the second best result. The reason might be that by fusing
the outputs, the prediction is not only based on a single task, but also
takes the knowledge from other tasks into account.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we present a multi-task learning approach to recognizing emotion from song and from speech. We consider four different models: the simple model, the single-task model, the multi-task
feature selection/learning model, and the group multi-task feature selection/learning model. These models correspond to the assumptions
that the tasks are identical, independent, related, or partially related,
respectively. We propose five different output selection/fusion methods, including oracle, decision tree, majority vote, weighted majority
vote and maximum distance. We performed experiments in a crosscorpus setting, using RAVDESS as training data and UMSSED as
test data to study the generalizability of the models and methods.
Among all models, group multi-task feature selection achieves
the highest accuracy. This suggests that some tasks are more closely
related than others, and sharing information only among closely
related tasks is beneficial. A limitation of this work is that we
are not able to get a static grouping for the tasks, because the
GMTFS/GMTFL is non-convex and has unstable outputs. We are
interested in measuring task relatedness explicitly in future work. In
addition, it would also be interesting to explore the situation when
only domain or gender is used as task-separator, and the performance
of knowledge-based grouping (e.g. grouping by gender or domain)
compared to data-based grouping as in the GMTFS/GMTFL model.
Among all labeling methods, the weighted majority vote works
the best. The fact that this method is advantageous, compared to
the oracle method, reveals that the one-to-one correspondence in the
training and testing tasks is not guaranteed, due to dataset differences
or insufficient variability in the training data. It will be interesting to
continue to explore this problem by testing over additional datasets,
treating dataset as an additional task separator.
Finally, cross-corpus classification is closely related to domain
adaptation and transductive transfer learning [27]. There have been
many works studying ways to improve performance in this setting,
such as importance sampling and re-weighting methods like kernelmean matching [28] and feature representation transferring with denoising autoencoder [29, 30]. Our future work will involve combining these methods with multi-task learning.
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